THE PROBLEM OF POWERPOINT: VISUAL AID OR VISUAL RHETORIC?
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University of Northern Iowa THE ARGUMENT RISES and falls in intensity but never really goes away. PowerPoint is an inevitable technology of contemporary business presentations, a tool that is now available to virtually every office worker in the United States but denounced by academics and by CEOs as intellectual reductionism. Although only a quarter of recently surveyed speakers claimed to use projection equipment for "most" of their presentations, more than 40% claimed to use multimedia on occasion (Hanke, 1999) , and PowerPoint software is ubiquitous. Microsoft Office Suite, which includes PowerPoint as a bundled element, boasts 120 million registered users (Ricadela, 2000) , and market penetration is estimated at 96% of the suite market (McCracken, 2000) . The ability to deliver a presentation with PowerPoint is acknowledged to be "an indispensable corporate survival skill," but the slides seem to "take on a life of their own" (Nunberg, 1999) to the detriment of dialogue, interaction, and thoughtful consideration of ideas. The software holds promise for attractive, exciting, dynamic presentations, but monotony, vacuity, and tedium seem to be the reality (Stewart, 2001) .
Various writers have supported the moral (McMillan & Hyde, 2000) , strategic (Porter, 2001) , and theoretical (Frobish, 2000) importance of addressing presentation software but have not provided much guidance for developing students' visual eloquence. The pedagogical advice so far has focused on the technical aspects of purchasing equipment (Downing & Garmon, 2002) or learning the software (Downing & Garmon, 2001) . In spite of the enormous political, social, and moral impacts of the media era (Jamieson, 1998; Ong, 1980; Postman, 1992) , academic instruction in public speaking has changed very little (Frobish, 2000; Leff, 1992) . Even business communication texts, which might be expected to offer more guidance on the subject, are similarly brief with respect to the use of visuality as an element of rhetorical invention. Presentation slides are typically presented as a "visual aid" that "can strengthen a speech" (Angell, 2004, p. 156 ) as long as they are "simple and clear," without too many colors, too many words, or too many designs (Berko, Wolvin, & Ray, 1997, p. 320) . Speakers are cautioned to learn the technology and plan for equipment failure but otherwise to follow the general guidelines for visual aids (Andrews & Baird, 2000, p. 183) .
Requiring students to create and use electronically generated "visual aids" seems to result in a semester-long demonstration of things speakers should never do with projection equipment. They speak in the dark, turn their backs to the audience, and read the handouts, which are projected at full size and in full color but are nothing more than an outline of the speech. Students who might have created a decent graph or chart on poster board self-destruct as they lose themselves in a menu of bubbles and donuts and radars that they do not understand. Bullet point after bullet point-maybe with an obnoxious sound effect now and then-the speakers illustrate the reason PowerPoint has been banned in so many classrooms and boardrooms.
Lessons in Visual Rhetoric
It seems obvious that PowerPoint is not a particularly good tool for creating visual aids to classical forms of verbal communication, but that does not address the ways in which presentation norms themselves have changed in the past century, moving from an age of verbal oratory to a visual era of film, television, and the Internet. If the goal is to develop students' rhetorical competence in the contemporary business community, the best tactic might not be simply to add corporate "bells and whistles" to the oratorical forms of the past century. Instead, I introduce PowerPoint as the business community's primary tool for incorporating the imagery, narrative, and self-disclosure that are hallmarks of visual eloquence in an electronically mediated marketplace (Jamieson, 1998) .
The lesson begins with a focus on business discourse as an integrated process of "sensemaking" discussion (Weick, 1979) . "Presentations" are not introduced as a mode of communication separate from the conversations, e-mails, documents, and meetings that support decision making, knowledge management, and information flow in the workplace. Instead, visuality is discussed as an element of document
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format, nonverbal dress and gestures, Web site interactivity, and the proxemics of meetings and office layout. A communicator has the option of including images, graphics, and color as elements in virtually any message production technology. Then, I attempt to model the use of PowerPoint as an integrated element of the "meetings" we hold all semester long. In reality, the pedagogical demands of a university course require that I lecture more often than I conduct meetings, but I nevertheless try to avoid the typical academic use of PowerPoint to provide lecture outlines designed to facilitate student note taking. Instead, I use (a) a custom template to illustrate the visual creation and maintenance of a consistent brand or corporate identity; (b) graphic symbols to mark concepts, terms, or resources that are discussed in more depth in the text; (c) a menu element in the slide design to indicate how the material being discussed relates to key course concepts; and (d) images, graphics, builds, and links to illustrate and control the flow of concepts and information. Furthermore, I point these elements out to the students as tools of "instructional" communication, which have corollaries in the creation of user manuals, informative reports, and meeting flip-charts.
Assignment Requirements
Finally, I require three major assignments (one individual and two team) that require the use of electronic presentation technology. PowerPoint is the students' typical choice, although they also have easy access to digital and video cameras and a VCR, overhead and digital presenters, Internet sites, printed handouts, laserdisc, and multiple projection screens. For the first assignment, a proposal for the semester-long team project, I am explicit about the demands of eloquence in a media culture and a digitally savvy workplace. Assignment requirements include elements of visuality, narrative, and self-disclosure:
1. Create an introductory title slide (minimum) or a slide design template that uses imagery to establish the speaker's identity. No words are allowed on the first slide, and students are encouraged to use only images or graphics to support their entire messages. 2. Use links, keyboard commands, builds, or other animation effects to control the flow of information (minimum). Students are further encouraged to use the technology to illustrate a story or to build enthusiasm and to avoid the linearity of an essay-style outline. 3. Provide an explicit invitation and means of audience feedback (minimum). Students are encouraged, as well, to use audience-centered images, interactive channels, proxemics, and self-disclosure to develop Of course, I still see too many stiffly formal presentations with a speech outline projected on a screen behind the student. Introducing the principles of eloquence is no guarantee of eloquent discourse. Nevertheless, by the end of the semester, my students are generally comfortable with the integration of electronic technology into any communication. I find them logging onto a Web site in the middle of a meeting to locate some information or illustrate a point, sharing server space for collaborative editing, and capturing photos for use in a formal business report. I am comfortable that they at least understand the use of PowerPoint, not as a way to create visual aids for a formal verbal presentation but as a common tool in a business community that values visuality in virtually any communication context.
